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Marriage
Am en di n g

Taylor takes on tough
questions about
homosexuality

Don’t miss this interview with two students
living in Ecuador this semester. Page 3

Wow it up: Wow 2013

Rewind from Wow week by reviewing the
opportunities and activities offered to
students throughout the week. Page 4

Amanda Hamilton brings
unique art to Metcalf

Artist Amanda Hamilton has used
her unique family history to shape her
photography and other artwork. She
will have an opening reception today at
6 pm in the Metcalf Gallery. Read what
inspired her and what she hopes
audiences will see in her work. Page 6

Grille policies:
hard to stomach

Faculty hours at the Grille are an
inconvenience, sure, but they serve a
purpose. Could there be a better way to
fulfil this purpose, one that will benefit
both faculty and students? Page 7

One win away

The women’s soccer team made it to the
Crossroads League final as the 7-seed
in the tournament. See how they got
through semi-finals and are now just
one win away from the title. Page 8

News Co-Editor

In the midst of an ongoing controversy over a constitutional ban on gay
marriage, small liberal arts colleges
like DePauw University and Wabash
University have taken a solid stance
in support of legalized same-sex marriage. Taylor, however, has not chosen
to come down on either side of the
issue, according to Jim Garringer, director of media relations.
Indiana University, DePauw University and Wabash University recently
decided to stand against Indiana’s
proposed constitutional ban on same
sex marriage, House Joint Resolution
6 (HJR6). The legislation seeks to define marriage as strictly between a
man and a woman. All three schools
have joined Freedom Indiana, a bipartisan grassroots campaign that opposes the constitutional amendment.
Indiana University, the largest public school in the state, announced its
allegiance with Freedom Indiana on
Oct. 28. DePauw and Wabash, both
small, secular, private liberal-arts
schools, joined the group on Nov. 4.
Though Taylor hasn’t taken a side
on the bill, the university does have
a firm stance on sexuality, which
can be found in the Statement on
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Scripture engagement
section to be
added to site
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Human Sexuality.
“The Biblical design for human sexuality demands sexual faithfulness for
married couples [Exod. 20:14; 1 Cor.
6:13-20] and chastity for those who
are single [1 Thess. 4:3-8],” the statement declares. “All premarital and
extra-marital sexual activity [e.g.,

fornication, adultery, incest, prostitution, homosexual behavior, and
all sexual activity involving children]
is immoral.”
The human sexuality statement
does acknowledge the difference between sexual orientation and sexual
behavior.

“The former pertains to attraction
or desire, which are not necessarily of
a person’s own choosing,” the statement says. “Behavioral conduct, however, is under one’s control and thus
reasonably subject to biblical standards governing sexual expression.”
Marriage continued on page 2

Bible Gateway
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Taylor partnering with
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Taylor’s Center for Scripture Engagement will team up next year with Bible Gateway, one of the most popular
Christian websites in the world.
The center, formed in 2009, includes Taylor professors Phil Collins
and Steven Bird and student researchers. Fergus Macdonald of Scotland is
the international director
Collins, the executive director, explained what Scripture engagement
is.
“Scripture engagement, most simply, is helping people to reflect, to
meditate, to ponder, to mull over
the Bible because it’s God’s Word,
(because) as we engage with the Bible, we engage with God—and that’s
where the transformation comes in,”
Collins said.
The center tries to accomplish this
through research on and off campus
and overseas. The center travels to
churches holds workshops on campus with the goal of educating and
equipping church and ministry leaders, along with students, about Scripture engagement.
The center is then compiles the research into articles about Scripture
engagement and posts onto their
website (tucse.taylor.edu), functioning as a clearinghouse for all things
Scripture engagement.
About a year and half ago, Collins
attended a conference in New York
and met Rachel Barach, the general manager of Bible Gateway. After a
long conversation, they decided that
instead of posting the center’s Scripture engagement research and information on Taylor’s website, they
would post it on Bible Gateway’s

website.
According to Collins, Bible Gateway
will be redesigning its entire website.
Around February or March, when the
website relaunches, it will include a
new section devoted to Scripture
engagement.
“It will be co-branded with Taylor
University and Bible Gateway, so Taylor’s name will be on Bible Gateway’s
website and then all these articles
that we’ve been writing will make up
the bulk of that information,” Collins
explained.
Collins described how this is phase
one in a larger vision for the Bible
Gateway partnership.
“Eventually, what Bible Gateway
wants to do is, anytime you click on
a certain passage, there would be four
or five or six different ways to engage
with that passage right there,” Collins said.
Bible Gateway hopes the website
itself will help readers engage with

Scripture through various media,
such as songs, drama or videos related to various passages, or an audio reading of passages, according to
Collins.

“Eventually, what Bible
Gateway wants to do is, anytime you click on a certain
passage, there would be four
or five or six different ways
to engage with that passage
right there”
“The website itself becomes interactive,” Collins said.
With 13 million unique visits on the
Bible Gateway website every month
and around 100 million every year, the
Taylor Scripture engagement section
on Bible Gateway’s website has the

potential to reach hundreds of people
outside of Taylor and connect them to
the university.
Collins clarified that this is a partnership with Bible Gateway, not an
advertising agreement, though it is an
opportunity for Taylor to introduce
itself to a broader audience.
“It’s just a nice relationship that
we can get our information out there
more broadly and end up advertising
in some ways for Taylor,” Collins said.
Through the Scripture Engagement Center and its part on the Bible Gateway website, Collins’ hopes
to facilitate student’s connection and
understanding of the Bible.
“When we’re engaging with God’s
Word, we’re connecting with God,
we’re learning about God, knowing
God, and he changes us,” Collins said.
“It’s a spiritual formation process we
very much believe in and are trying to
enhance through the center.”

Bible Gateway users can access the website on the go with their app.

Photograph by Rachel Chew
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The master’s program was created 12 years
ago, relying heavily on the financial support
of an outside benefactor.
Master of Environmental Science to close
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TOP FIVE NEWS EVENTS OF THE WEEK
White House rejects clemency for
Edward Snowden over NSA leaks
www.theguardian.com

Toronto Mayor Rob Ford under
mounting pressure to resign
www.bbc.co.uk

Pakistani Taliban chooses hard-liner
as its new leader
www.america.aljazeera.com

Yasser Arafat probably poisoned by
polonium, Swiss review concludes
www.latimes.com

just one of those issues that you don’t
want to think about until you have to.”
“I think it’s difficult for anyone
(when) part of their life experience
is same sex attraction,” Bob Neideck,
the director of the counseling center,
said. “And they’re at a place at Taylor where, even if I believe it’s okay
as a student to express . . . same-sex
behavior, it’s looked on as wrong for
this community. I think that’s hard.”
Part of what can contribute to this
difficulty is a feeling of isolation.
“There are still crude jokes, there
are still crude comments made that
I don’t think are intended to single

out a particular person and isolate
them,” Neideck said. “But (the comments) are isolating, because people
feel like, ‘Okay, I can’t talk about this
struggle in my life or this issue in my
life experience when I listen to people
making jokes about it or talking in a
persecutory tone about it.’”

talk to each other,” Garringer said.
“I think it’s through that sharing and
through that bearing one another’s
burdens that we can grow together
as a community.”
Choros is one group on campus
that is fostering those conversations.
Choros will hold their next meeting
on Nov. 13 at 5:30 p.m. in the Braden
Room to continue their discussions
on sexuality.
“Ideally, I think the burden falls
on students to make Taylor a safe
place for those who are experiencing same-sex attraction . . . . because
the issues come with peers,” Neideck
said. “That’s when people feel unsafe
or isolated by random, careless comments or jokes.”
According to Neideck, in an ideal
world, students would be more careful about what they’re saying about
others.
Despite the uncertainty of what implications HJR6 might have on Taylor,
Garringer isn’t worried.
“I trust (God) for whatever the future holds and I think I would say that
relative to whatever happens with the
amendment,” Garringer said.
HJR6 will be up for its final legislative vote in the 2014 voting season. If
it is passed, then it will go to to Indiana voters for a statewide referendum
in November 2014.

Twitter Shares Surge in a
Smooth Start to Trading
www.nytimes.com

Marriage continued from page 1

As this issue has become more and
more prominent in society—Illinois
just became the 15th state to legalize
same sex marriage as of Nov. 5—students have become more open to discussing homosexuality.
“I feel like it’s something that people are willing to talk about if they’re
confronted with it,” said senior Jeffry
Neuhouser, president of Choros, a
campus group that discusses issues
regarding sexuality. “People don’t sit
down to think about it unless they’ve
been confronted with a friend or family member who struggles with it. It’s

Graphic by The American

Gay marriage is a major issue the student group Choros wrestles with.

“I think it’s through that sharing
and through that bearing one
another’s burdens that we can
grow together as a community.”
Neideck also believes much of the
isolation is unintentional and that
Taylor students don’t try to target
those who struggle with same-sex behavior. As a result, isolation can often
go unnoticed.
Neuhouser believes there is an explanation for this.
“Because of the nature of the issue .
. . it’s not something you can just see,”
Neuhouser said. “We all kind of make
judgments or inferences about people
just because we can see. But this is an
issue you can’t see. So it does have a
little bit of isolation.”
According to Garringer and
Neideck, two major steps need to be
taken: the practice of conversation
and the use of caution when we speak.
“I’ve always believed that more
can be accomplished when people

ONLINE
TEASERS
Behind the shelves

Barbara Dixon isn’t afraid of hard work. And
as a town librarian, she can’t be. An “eclectic”
reader whose passion for reading is contagious,
Dixon hopes she can spark a lasting interest
in literature among her patrons. Monday

Correction:
Last week’s front page photo had an
incorrect attribution. The photographer was Shannon Smagala. We regret the error.

Photograph by Luke Lines

Master of Environmental Science program is shutting down, causing changes in the undergrad program.

Master of Environmental Science to close
Private funding runs out,
remaining students to graduate
before program ends

Samuel Bolds
Contributor

Recent graduates of the environmental science program received a
disheartening message during the
2012-2013 school year. The Master of
Environmental Science (MES) program at Taylor University had accepted its last batch of students.
The program will be closing its
doors after most of the remaining students graduate next spring, according to Mike Guebert, undergraduate
chair of the environmental science
program. Several students will remain
in the program through 2015 finishing
graduate work and long-term internships. All MES classes will end after

the spring semester.
The master’s program was created
12 years ago, relying heavily on the financial support of an outside benefactor. The benefactor’s agreement
was to provide funding for 100 graduate students and up to 10 per year
over a 10-13 year period, according
to Guebert. This money was given as
a fellowship and tuition waiver for
MES students.
After 12 years, the school’s administrators, along with the support of the
donor, have agreed it would be better
to end the program a year early and
use the remaining funds, which are
reserved for the last 10 graduates, to
revitalize the undergraduate environmental science program.
All students accepted to the program were given a full tuition waiver.
The waiver for MES students enabled
the university to stay competitive with

similar programs at other schools.
“If we were to charge tuition we
would not find the same quality of
students because they could easily
find funding at other schools,” Guebert said. “And we would only get students that would not be able to get
this funding at (those) other schools.”
Restarting a similar MES program
could be an option down the road.
“If a ‘sustainable’ funding plan can
be devised a revised program could
start,” said Paul Rothrock, graduate chair of the MES program. “This
is not likely over the next 3-5 years
due to faculty transitions, plans for
launching a new undergraduate major and participation in the new Public Health program.”
The completion of the program coincides with Rothrock’s retirement.
Rothrock has served at Taylor for 33
years.

Although the program is ending a
year early, current graduate and undergraduate students understand
the reasons behind the change, according to Guebert. Both he and Rothrock remain positive about the
program’s success.

“If we were to charge tuition we
would not find the same quality of
students because they could easily
find funding at other schools.
And we would only get students
that would not be able to get this
funding at (those) other schools.”
“The goal of training 100 students
was on track, but, given the slightly
early termination of the program, we
expect to end with close to 90 graduates,” said Rothrock. “Thus the program has been a success in preparing

Environmental Science professionals for work, ministries and Ph.D.
studies.”
Students from both undergraduate
and at the graduate level understand
the importance of teaching on both
levels. Guebert explained that the
graduate students interact with the
undergraduate environmental science program in several ways. “(They
bring) vitality and a little more maturity and a higher level of research
experience.”
The MES program also enabled
graduate students from other universities to spend time at Taylor, adding
a different perspective and teaching
from their individual experiences.
Current graduate students expressed disappointment over the
program ending, but feel fortunate to
have been part of the program, having
contributed to its success.

In The Loop
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

AMANDA HAMILTON
ART EXHIBIT, 8 a.m.,
MMVA Art Gallery

WOMEN’S SOCCER V. TU SYMPHONY
SPRING ARBOR, 7 p.m., ORCHESTRA
Spring Arbor, Mich.
CONCERT, 10:45 a.m.,
Greenfield Christian
Church

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday Thursday

CHAPEL: DR.
HABECKER, 1010:50 a.m., Rediger
Auditorium

IFC CONCERT:
WILLIAM TYLER, 7:309:30 p.m., SHM ButzCarruth Recital Hall

I DON’T KNOW TO IN
THE KNOW, 7:30-9:30
p.m., Student Union
Stage

THURSDAY NIGHT
ENCOUNTER, 8-10 p.m.,
DC Atrium Lobby
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Alpaca your
bags to Ecuador
Two students share their
experiences of life, work and travel

Abigail Pollock

World/National Editor

Gretchen Nussbaum and Emily Cho
are two exercise science majors studying in Ecuador.
Echo: What are some cultural
differences you’ve experienced in
Ecuador?
E: For our living situation, we’ve
all been placed with different host
families. We’ve realized that being
a college student here versus in the
U.S., we’ve lost some of our independence. Since we live with families, we
can’t just go hang out with our friends
whenever we want or go get a Polar
Pop at midnight.
My parents are a lot older than my
parents in the U.S., so I kind of see
them as my grandparents. I’ve found

myself in some arguments that have
been frustrating because there is that
Spanish language barrier, so sometimes it’s hard to fully express yourself in a different language.
G: Something I’ve grown to realize with my host family is that time
is important to Ecuadorians, but people are even more important. For example, my siblings need to be put to
bed every night around 8 o’clock or so.
Normally I don’t eat dinner till around
7:45 or later, so it cuts close to their
bed time. If I’m having a good conversation with my parents and 8:30, then
9, then 9:30 rolls around, they won’t
pause to go and put their kids to bed,
they’ll just give me all their attention
and time. It’s an “I have time for you”
society and I’ve really grown to enjoy
and appreciate that.
Echo: How has this semester
shaped or changed your perspective?
G: I think my perspective has

changed the most in terms of my
faith. I knew this experience would
be hard, I knew I’d need him every
step of the way, but I don’t think I
really had any idea how that would
play out. The very first weekend here,
I found myself in constant conversation with him just to get through the
daily challenges.
A constant prayer of mine this
trip has been that I would be humbled. Funny, when I had that prayer
in mind, I didn’t picture myself being
humiliated from time to time with the
language barrier or in other things.
But I’ve really found myself learning
to extend this thing we call “grace”
to my own self and learning self-forgiveness and the importance of letting your mistakes go.
I’ve also really learned that I can
do hard things. I think this semester
has easily been the most challenging
period of my life, but also the most
rewarding.

E: This is my first time being outside of the U.S. I am realizing how big
the world is and how different countries are, and now I’m just curious. I
want to go visit as many countries as I
can to see how the culture, food, people, language, everything is different.
There’s just so much out there that
God has created and I want to see it
all. I never thought I’d be one for traveling until this trip.
Echo: What do you wish the Taylor Community knew about Ecuador?
G: There are a lot of things about
Ecuador that I wish I could take back
home with me to show folks at Taylor. Before coming to Ecuador, I don’t
think I had a CLUE what kind of beauty was here. I mean, I live in the mountains. I live three hours away from the
ocean. The Amazon rainforest is at
my fingertips.

Photograph by Jordan Rauh

Taylor students Emily and Gretchen pose with alpacas during their travels in Quito.

E: I would love for Taylor to know
about the fruit of Ecuador! There are
so many kinds of fruits here that we
don’t have in the U.S., and it’s so fresh

and cheap: and I really wish I could
just bring some back for everyone.
Another thing is how much people
love to dance here! We are actually taking a latin dance class (salsa,
merengue, chola cuencana, etc.) and
it’s fun to learn the steps and dance
to the rhythm.
Echo: How do you feel your study
abroad experience will influence you
after you return to Taylor?
E: Helping out around the house
has been something that is highly
emphasized here, and now I have a
new appreciation for it. I think being
more considerate of others is another thing I’ve learned especially when
it comes to respect.
I am a little nervous about the return back to Taylor, and I think that
we will all go through cultural shock. I
think trying to live back on a campus
will be different and also the food will
be hard to adjust to, but other than
that, we will have to see!
G: This experience has taught me
what it means to give people the time
of day. Asking “How are you?” with
the real desire to know and to listen.
Instead of constantly being plugged
into my phone, I think I’ll be more
plugged into real life relationships.
It’s also given me a new appreciation
for just being. Every Sunday I go to my
grandparents’ house: We eat and then
we literally sit and maybe talk, maybe just relax for the rest of the time.
It’s been tough to learn to just sit and
be, but it’s been so refreshing as well.
This semester I’ve learned a lot
about myself and a lot about God’s
faithfulness. This has been an incredible experience and has certainly not
been all that easy, but has been rewarding all the same.
For more exclusive interview content, and a video of Emily and Gretchen’s adventures in the Amazon Jungle,
check out theechonews.com!

“But I’ve really found myself learning to
extend this thing we call ‘grace’ to my
own self and learning self-forgiveness
and the importance of letting your
mistakes go.”
Alpaca your bags to Ecuador
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Hilarious
headlines
Sloth Cam gives laziness
a new meaning

The Atlanta Zoo just launched the
Sloth Cam. Viewers can now watch
the sloths spend hours moving along
a branch or chewing on a leaf.
“We’ve noticed that people really
seem to have an affinity for sloths,
and there are so many reasons to be
fascinated by their behavior and adaptations,” said Dr. Jennifer Mickelberg, who oversees Zoo Atlanta’s sloth
exhibit, according to 11Alive.

Sriracha chilis take some heat
A Los Angeles suburb attempted to
close a Sriracha factory, claiming
that the smell from the crushed peppers was a health hazard. Members
of the community had complained of
headaches and throat irritation. The
factory is working on a solution, but
company founder David Tran is unapologetic, according to Reuters.
“If it doesn’t smell, we can’t sell,”
Tran said.

Alligator aspires to world travel
An alligator was found beneath an
escalator in Chicago’s O’Hare International Airport. The foot-long gator was discovered in bad condition,
with no indication of where it came
from or how long it had been residing
there. The gator is now being cared
for by the Chicago Herpetological Society, according to ABC News.

LIFE & TIMES

“Chasing your dreams can be fun but if God
isn’t first in the equation than you have
missed the mark.”
Wow it up: WOW 2013

4
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Wow it up: WOW 2013
Gracie Fairfax

their passions have worth no matter
what their vocation is. Harris said she
This week more than 30 missions or- loves to knit and has realized that she
ganizations and 60 missions repre- can use that passion for the kingdom
sentatives flooded Taylor’s campus. of God by knitting shawls for the poor.
The purpose: Taylor University’s
“Sometimes it takes going
World Opportunities Week 2013, com1,000 miles away to discover
monly referred to as WOW.
WOW, a week organized by senior
what God wants you to do
co-directors Mel Kerigan and Celeste
in your own backyard.”
Harris, strives to educate students on
the opportunities available to use
On Monday in chapel, the students
individual gifts for the kingdom of heard from April Jurgensen, a TayGod. WOW’s mission is to encourage lor graduate and executive director
students to dig into their individual of the Boaz Project. The Boaz Projpassions and allow God to use their ect helps orphans in Russia, Kenya
passions for the kingdom of God.
and India by showing them the love
“God has given you those passions of Christ and meeting their physical
for a reason and he wants you to use needs by providing clothing, educathem and has given you a bold desire tion and medical care.
to use them in your work no matter
Students connected with Jurwhat area that’s in . . . ,” Kerigan said. gensen’s message, grasping the idea
WOW wants students to know that that everyone is in need of a Savior.
Staff Writer

that offer jobs and internships.
Today, WOW closed out the week
with a chapel featuring Taylor’s own
senior Dan Aust. He is 21 years old
and has a passion for the economy
Junior Ronni Meier especially identi- in Kenya.
fied with the idea Jurgensen present“I am hoping to start a for-profed of everyone being orphans.
it dairy processor in Kenya to help
“It connected us to the idea that we create jobs in the factories but also
aren’t so different than the people to empower farmers by offering fair
that Jurgensen’s serving,” Meier said. prices,” Aust said.
Dawnielle Miller, an ’04 Taylor
Aust believes God has a calling for
business graduate, spoke in chapel everyone, although some callings
on Wednesday. She is now applying look a little different.
the lifelong learning she acquired
“My advice is be available. God
from Taylor to a nonprofit outreach doesn’t call everyone to dairy venministry in Alexandria, Va. She lives tures in Kenya, but is always calling
and works in a low income, Hispanic neighborhood, striving to create
opportunities for the children in the
neighborhood through education,
community service, faith journey
and prayer.
Also included in the week was a job
fair Wednesday night. WOW partnered
with the Calling and Career office,
creating an opportunity for students
to get connected with organizations

us to something,” Aust said. “. . . pursuing your passion doesn’t mean dropping out of school, but I think it looks
more like using your education and
spiritual growth to fuel your dreams
and pursuits.”
Through Aust’s chapel, students
saw that they can use their passions
domestically or internationally before
they graduate.
“Sometimes it takes going 1,000
miles away to discover what God
wants you to do in your own backyard,”
said David Hatfield, Executive Director of Polish Christian Ministries.

Photograph by Luke Lines

Students engage in personal interviews with representatives for potential jobs.

Photograph by Luke Lines

Students interact with mission representatives at the annual WOW job fair.
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Faculty facts: Jody Hirschy
Angelina Burkholder
L&T Editor

Jody Hirschy is a marketing professor
who balances not only her career as
a teaching professional but her role
as a mother of a young family. Her
husband Quinn owns a car business
where he either works at the shop
or goes to auctions. They live in Fort
Wayne, and when the work day ends,
they stay busy making memories with
their four-year-old daughter Caroline
and their two-year-old son William.
Hirschy shares about her family and
career life.

and ended up teaching several adjunct classes that next semester: one
here at Taylor, one at Ivy Tech and one
at Indiana Wesleyan, so a traditional
undergraduate liberal arts school, an
adult MBA program and a community
technical college. Through those experiences I quickly discerned that my
fit was at an undergraduate Christian
liberal arts school. From there, they
asked me to interview for the fulltime position. I started full time that
next semester and I have been here
ever since. They can’t get rid of me.

Echo: Where did you get your
education?
Hirschy: I got my undergraduate
at DePauw University in Greencastle,
Ind. where I majored in communication art and sciences with a minor in German studies. From there I
went out into the workforce. I then
went back and got my master of arts
in corporate and multicultural communication from Depaul University in
Chicago, Ill. And I recently completed
my Ph.D. from Regent University in
Virginia Beach, Va. with a degree in
organizational leadership with a focus on international leadership.

What inspired you to become
a teacher?
My grandmother was a huge inspiration. My parents were also inspirations and I had some affirmation all
along the way. I distincly remember in
a science class, sixth or seventh grade,
we were trying to think through the
difference between a two-liter and a
gallon. We were working in groups
and I was explaining it to another student. Mr. Snyder walked by and made
a comment, something to the extent
of “she’s a born teacher” or “much
like her grandmother.” Those things
happened several times which reminded me of those skills that I had,
coming full circle 10 years ago.

How did you end up teaching
at Taylor?
My husband and I moved back to
Fort Wayne about 10 years ago so
he could get involved in the family
business. In doing so, it meant a career shift for me. So I started looking around. We were down here for
a football game, my brother-in-law
was playing football. We ran into
the former Dean of students, and he
said, “Hey you know what? The business department is actually looking
for someone to teach the marketing classes.”
I sat down and talked with them

How does being a part of the Taylor community affect your family?
I will say there is a great deal of impact on my family. My professional,
spiritual and physical development
are so closely tied to what I do in the
classroom that you can’t necessarily
divide them. Who I am here at Taylor
and how I am at home is the same
person. Those things cross boundaries: how I approach life, define
meaning and how I invest my time.
My husband was a TU grad and so
he still has some close Taylor ties to
this day. My kids come down several
times a semester for one reason or

Do you find yourself aching for advice
for your first-world problems? Are you
losing sleep over annoying problems
that keep turning up day after day?

DC RECIPE WEEK

OF THE

understand and learn how their
time, talent and treasures translate
to the marketplace And that journey
looks different for every student, but
another. It’s a challenge to juggle, but to learn about each student and to
this far, the juggling act has worked. I help them to find ways to plug into
am grateful for that.
the world of marketing, in my case.
Helping them understand how they
How do you balance your family are wired so they can find a really solid platform to go to work, not only
and career?
I will say that Taylor has been very to do their work, but to do their real
open in finding ways to work with job, to share Christ’s love. That’s one
me in order to do the balancing act. of my favorite things and the integraThis year and last year I am work- tion piece is critical for me.
ing at a reduced load which means I
am better able to balance these realHow do you see TU as a place that
ly young years. I have a two-year-old impacts students?
and a four-year-old. While they are
Well, we see the transformation
at home, I am very grateful to have and the development that takes
some flexibility and to be able to be place in three to four years. For me,
fully present wherever I am, to be able that’s one of the most rewarding piecto do my job here well and my job at es. When the lightbulb goes off and
home really well, knowing there is al- the student then takes the baton and
ways crossover. You never really leave runs on their own, in that kind of reone or the other.
lay scenario is one of the best things
that happens around here and we get
What do you love the most to observe as faculty members. There
about Taylor?
is some intrinsic value in simply walkI love the pursuit of meaning. One ing alongside of students. You want to
of the things I love the most is work- prepare them to do imaginably more
ing with students, to help them than they could ever dream up. When
that happens, that’s super rewarding.

Photograph by Adam Perry

How has your family impacted
you?
Over the course of the last eight
years that I have been here at Taylor,
we joke that we have had three children. I finished a Ph.D. program and
birthed Caroline and William.
Our world looks completely different. It’s turned upside down. One
of the things I always want to do is
ensure that I am living out the journey the Lord has put before me, and
I think in doing so, I become a better wife, I become an example for my
children and a better mother. I become this person that impacts the
world in ways I never could have
imagined because I am living in
the Spirit.

Dr. Jody Hirschy has been working
at Taylor for over seven years.

ASK ANGELINA.
Send questions to:
lifeandtimes.echo@gmail.com

by YOU

Brighten up with this rice twist!
The DC once again has plain white rice at almost every meal, but white rice
Email your inventions to
alone can get monotonous. Try adding some flavor. Stir in some alfredo
sauce from the pasta line along with toppings of your choice, such as lifeandtimes.echo@gmail.com
bacon bits from the salad line, for a brighter, tastier rice dish. Or simply
add brown sugar from the hamburger line to white rice for a sweeter dish.

The Biblical and Theological Studies Department at Wheaton
College Graduate School gives students an appreciation for
the depth of our evangelical Christian heritage, thanks to an
accomplished faculty from a spectrum of denominations. Faculty
provide a rich, interdisciplinary learning environment where
biblical reflection and theological discussion go beyond the
classroom. In the context of traditional biblical Christianity,
faculty members are committed to helping students understand
the theological underpinnings of their lives and calling within
the context of Christ’s Kingdom. We invite YOU to prayerfully
consider exploring our community at Wheaton College
Graduate School.

WHEATON.EDU/THEOLOGY

ASK

ANGELINA

Dear Angelina, is it okay for me to
go to the masquerade ball without
a date?
To go stag or to not go stag?
Going alone can create one of
two reputations for you. If you
handle it with confidence, people
will see you as someone who is independent and beyond the need
for companionship. However, you
can also fall flat on your face and
end up sitting in the corner while
everyone else twirls around the
dance floor. You don’t want to reveal your mask to the dusty corner
when midnight strikes, do you?
If you’re going to embark out on
the masquerade adventure dateless, you need to be equipped.
First, make sure to go in a group.
If you show up to an event by
yourself, you’ll be stuck stirring
the punch bowl rather than finding the most gorgeous masks to
whip around to the music.
Mingle right away. As soon as
you get there, stake out the other
singles in the ballroom and establish a plan of attack. You didn’t buy
that ticket and decorate that mask
for nothing. Let’s aim for getting a
phone number out of the evening.
Everyone is more appealing in a
mask. I know, society is evil.
To be extra mysterious, find
your perfect partner early in the
evening . Crack the identity of that
special person and then disappear
just before midnight. You just
might fulfill some long lost fairy
tale fantasy for someone. And hey,
it always works out in the movies.
Of course, Hollywood will want
the rights to your story. Have fun
being featured in the rags.

#TaylorU’s

TOP
TWEETS
Jeremy Cutshaw @dak220
True love is giving the middle bite
of your grille cookie to someone
else! #tayloru

Echograms #TaylorU

Sean Maynor @SeanM_81
I’m pretty sure the fire alarm
goes off so much in #wulgy
and #campbell so housing can
convince us not to try to move off
campus #tayloru
Billy Goggin @BGoggin12
I just watched a freshman fill up a
half gallon milk jug with Mountain
Dew in the DC. What? #TaylorU
Sarah Sipe @sar_sipe12
Trying to write a paper on
perspective and I keep worrying I
should be using prospective. The
#TaylorU #Struggle
Kehlay Dunah @Kehlay
Textbooks are important tools for
napping. #college #textbooks
#school #TaylorU
Chris Chang @CChang65
What’s my passion? Olson girls.
#wowweek #tayloru #taylorchapel

photographybyaburt: “One of the many reasons why 4th Berg
rocks. I mean seriously, how many dorm floors do you know of that
create a slip ‘n slide in the hallway? #tayloru #tulookbook #yolo”

xapismarie: “The gems. #gospelchior #tayloru”a
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Matthew Klingstedt @matt_kling
Lies I tell myself: “I can order a
grinder and still make it to class on
time.” #TaylorU #grilleproblems

A&E

“A great aspect of art-making and of viewing
art is the opportunity of death,” she said. “You
have a chance to look closely, think deeply
and reflect. It’s not a process that has a stated
end goal.”
Amanda Hamilton comes to Taylor

TheEchoNews.com

November 8, 2013
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‘12 Years a Slave’:

brutal but necessary

Illustration by stewardshipreport.com

“12 Years a Slave” shows the cruelty of slavery and the hope of freedom.

Honest, unflinching and
extraordinary, “12 Years a
Slave” reaches beyond history
to touch today’s audiences

Cast members of “Kiss Me Kate” practice for the big performance.

Photogrpah by Olivia McCash

‘Kiss Me Kate’
set to delight

New theatre production
offers Shakespeare,
gangsters and laughs

Carter Perry), who plays Lucentio. Bill
has amassed a large gambling debt in
Fred’s name, and two gangsters come
to the theater to collect.
Cole Porter wrote “Kiss Me Kate” in
Kristin Gaffney
1949 in response to other integrated
Staff Writer
musicals such as “Oklahoma!” Musicals were finally starting to combine
David Seaman
music
and lyrics with story; previousA&E Co-Editor
ly, musicals focused on showstopping
After the success of musicals such as numbers that did little to advance the
“Godspell” and “A Christmas Carol” plot. The results were fantastic. The
the past two years, “Kiss Me Kate” is show’s original run ran 1,077 perforset to continue the standard of fine mances and won five Tony Awards in
acting, musical talent and impressive 1949, including the first Tony ever for
st3aging that audiences have come to a musical. Its revival in 2000 brought
expect of Taylor theatre. The show is equal amounts of success.
a classic example of a play within a
“The play is about mutual submisplay, with Shakespeare’s “The Taming sion to one another in love,” said
of the Shrew” as the backdrop.
Tracy Manning, the managing and
Divorced couple Fred and Lilli artistic director of theater. “It’s about
(played by sophomore Evan Koons accepting differences, resolving conand senior Hanna Ryberg) rekindle flict, quirkiness, laughter, fun, whimtheir relationship when Fred, who sicalness and collaboration.”
Collaboration is key for a musical
plays Petruchio in “The Taming of
the Shrew,” asks Lilli to be Kate the such as “Kiss Me Kate.” Getting along
“shrew” in the musical version of the with everyone is essential for stageplay. Fred’s new girlfriend Lois (ju- work, technical situations, line memnior Haley Kurr) is cast as Bianca, orization and character development.
and is secretly seeing Bill (sophomore
“I loved getting to know each

Amanda Hamilton
comes to Taylor
Innovative artist to debut
exhibit this Friday
David Seaman

A&E Co-Editor

Art seems much more real when it is
drawn from past experiences, from
events that shaped an artist’s life.
The art that will be on display this
Friday in the Metcalf Gallery reflects
this idea.
Amanda Hamilton is an Associate Professor at
Bethel University in St. Paul,
MN. Her exhibit is entitled
“The Life of Perished Things.”
Inspired by the
Pulitzer-nominated novel
“Housekeeping”
and her family ’s time in
southern Idaho from 2005
until recently, the exhibit also explores
Hamilton’s family history.
Hamilton
g re w u p i n
southern California and
spent summers
in Kentucky visiting family in a
rural farm area.
The family histor y that infuses “The Life

member of the cast; it’s like one big
family,” said sophomore Leah Murphy,
who plays a dancer and member of
the chorus. “Musicals are always such
a great, fun experience.”
The play’s message of love extends
to the performance itself. “One of the
most fascinating experiences for me
during this production has been the
discussion of redemptive themes,”
said freshman Kelli Jean Collins.
“Coming from a public school and a
secular theatre program, my directors
never opened up discussions on the
morals of things we performed, but at
Taylor before any work on the production could be done, time was taken
to discuss why a Christian university
should do a show like (‘Kiss Me Kate’).
That was refreshing to me.”
“Kiss Me Kate” is the latest production by Taylor theatre. The show
times are Nov. 15, 16, 22 and 23 at 8
p.m. and Nov. 17 and 18 at 2 p.m. Tickets are $7 for Taylor students, and $10
for Taylor employees. They can be
purchased at the Theater Box Office
in the Rupp Communications Arts
Center or by phone at (765) 998–5287.

of Perished Things” comes mostly
from Kentucky.
“My family first settled in Jackson
County, Kentucky in the late 1800s,”
Hamilton said. Her family decided to
build on top of a hill surrounded by
valley, and as the decades went by the
house became a meeting place where
holidays and gatherings were held by
the ever-growing family.
The house had a significant place
in Hamilton’s memory. “I made work
about the place starting in 1998 and
the image of the house reoccurs often,”
she said. “A few years ago the house
burned down. No one had been living in it since my great-grandma Hazel passed away a few years earlier. It
was shocking.”
Hamilton’s family eventually discovered that her uncle, Harold, had
set the house on fire. He ensured the
house would be empty, then secretly
doused it in flames. “It seems he felt
everything was changing too much
and he didn’t want anyone ‘messing’ with the old house,” said Hamilton. “So he took that option away.”
Her uncle died shortly afterward in a
tractor accident.
In 2004, Hamilton created a smallscale model of the house that she
used for photographs, drawings,
paintings and video work. “It felt right
to burn that model down . . . so I did
and (‘Life of Perished Things’) began
to grow out of that.”
Along with the burned images of
the Kentucky house, a photograph
entitled “Drowning House” depicts
Amanda’s family’s sale of their house
and possessions in anticipation of
their cross-country move from Idaho to Minneapolis. Hamilton was an
associate professor of drawing and

his shallow, labored breathing as he
fights for life. The effect is gripping.
McQueen, along with cinematographer Sean Bobbitt, gives us gorgeous
set shots, but it’s the actors that truly make this a masterpiece. Chiwetel
Brady Schaar
Ejiofor’s leading turn as Solomon Northup is commanding. The slow deContributor
cay of his willpower is torturous to
Painful topics, uncomfortable events, watch, yet Ejiofor sells it masterfully.
disturbing history: society has many Michael Fassbender gives a terrifying
ways it can attempt to deal with and and mesmerizing impression as cruel
understand these things. Film is one plantation owner Edwin Epps, showsuch medium, and few have tackled ing how truly evil slavery can be.
the topic of slavery with such honesty,
Rarely has there been a film
pain, brutality and brilliance as directhat so intensely showcases
tor Steve McQueen’s “12 Years a Slave.”
Based on a true story, “12 Years a
the experience of slaverySlave” follows Solomon Northup, a
but this film does, and it
free black man born in the North
does it remarkably.
who was kidnapped and sold into
slavery in 1841. Held as a slave for 12
years (hence the title), Northup was
But the true standout performance
freed in 1853. Yet the pain that Nor- is from newcomer Lupita Nyong’o as
thup endured is unbearable, and the Patsey, a fellow slave who becomes
audience must bear witness to it in the object of Epps’ desire. Her pain
this stunning film.
is extraordinary, and Nyong’o is truly
Experiential cinema can often have fantastic at selling the role. Her side
the biggest impact on filmgoers, and story culminates in a gut-wrench“12 Years a Slave” does a stellar job at ing sequence that is among the most
making the audience truly feel what painful and brutal ever committed to
it must have been like to be a slave. the screen.
Rarely has there been a film that so
This film does an extraordinary job
intensely showcases the experience with the principle of showing, not tellof slavery—but this film does, and it ing. For 150 years, the horrors of slavery and the pain it inflicted upon this
does it remarkably.
Amid the horrible images of brutal- nation have been written about and
ity, McQueen is able to stage beauti- explained. With this film, the horrors
ful shots. In one standout sequence, and the pain become fully visible.
Northup is nearly hung after fighting
There hasn’t been a film in a long
an overseer, yet the camera lingers as time that is more more meaningful or
Northup tries to keep his toes on the more essential than “12 Years a Slave.”
ground to avoid choking to death. It’s painful, brutal, extraordinary yet
The other slaves go back to work, un- necessary. Its name will be called out
able to help for fear of repercussions. numerous times before the end of the
All that is heard are the sounds of awards season.
the mud beneath Northup’s toes and

Photograph by Amanda Hamilton

A burning house represents a family home in Kentucky from Hamilton’s past.

Photograph by Amanda Hamilton

“Drowning House” represents Hamilton’s former home in Idaho before moving to Minneapolis.

painting at Northwest Nazarene University in southern Idaho before moving this summer to Minneapolis.
Hamilton does not want people to
take away something from her work
but rather to explore it. “A great aspect of art-making and of viewing art
is the opportunity of death,” she said.

“You have a chance to look closely,
think deeply and reflect. It’s not a process that has a stated end goal . . . it’s
a space to be and linger. I hope people who come to the show will slow
down, sit for a while and just be. I’m
sure something interesting will come
of that.”

OPINIONS

If you stop for a moment and really pay attention to general,
everyday communication, I think you will be surprised by
the gap between what is said and what is understood.
Data encryption

November 8, 2013

TheEchoNews.com

Too hard to stomach
Grille policies leave
students hungry
Alex Mellen
Copy Chief

One of my favorite perks as a senior
is my unlimited Grille pass. My class
schedule allowed me to get a transfer
my freshman year, when my classes
ran over lunchtime, and since then
I’ve been hooked.
But I can be a pretty forgetful student, so I’ve gone to the Grille a few
times during faculty and staff hours.
This means that the Grille from 11:50
to 12:20 is reserved exclusively for professors, employees and other staff to
get their lunches. It’s not required for
them to go at this time, but students
can’t order, pick up food or check out
with their ID card.
Usually, if I forget and try to enter
the Grille during faculty and staff
hours, I’ll either notice the absence
of students or be reminded by whomever is working the checkout. But one

Co-Editors in Chief
Kari Travis
Blair Tilson

Design Editor
Jonathan Eshleman
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I understand that Taylor professors lines open for faculty? Getting food
may be rushing between classes. But at the Grille is only time-consuming if you want a custom-made pizza
so are some students.
So let’s solve this problem. Why not or wrap. And students rushing belet students get food anytime they tween classes—the group I’m trying
day a couple of weeks ago, something wandered around the Union and talk- want, but let proto help—don’t have
It just doesn’t make sense
strange happened.
ed to some friends until 12:20. But by fessors and emtime to order a pizI had just come from an interview, then, students had formed a line at ployees cut to the
za anyway.
to leave students out in the
so I was a bit more dressed up than the Grille, waiting to order their food. front of the lines
If you’re one of
cold while Grille workers
usual. I thought it was odd that noIt just doesn’t make sense to leave so they can be
those students misshave no one to serve.
body was ordering food but didn’t students out in the cold while Grille sure to be served
ing lunch because
think too hard about it. I approached workers have no one to serve. I know in time? This
you only have time
the counter and ordered a quesadilla. the reasoning that if one student gets seems like a win-win situation to me. between your 11 and 12 o’clock classThe Grille employee (not a student) away with ordering during faculty Faculty members always get priori- es, I feel for you. If you’re a senior who
put my order on, and I browsed my hours, lots more could.
ty service, and students can get food planned to grab something to eat beside selections. After a few minutes,
I understand that Taylor employees anytime the Grille is open.
fore heading to your apartment but
the worker called me back and asked may only have a short time for lunch.
Or why not let students get grab- can’t, I feel for you too. There is a
if I was a student paying with an ID But so do some students.
and-go items only, and leave the deli more efficient system. Let’s find it.
card. I said yes . . . why? It was faculty hours.
“Does that mean I can’t get my
food?” I asked.
The answer: Pretty much. I’m
still not sure what happened to
that quesadilla.
Let me restate—no one was there.
No professors, administrators or employees. Apparently (and I’ll take this
as a compliment) I looked like a faculty member, which got me a golden
ticket inside the Grille at the forbidden hours.
This was a fluke incident, but it solidified my feelings about the restricted times. I’ve had other problems due
to this that are more than flukes. I’ve
been unable to get my lunch until 3
p.m. because the one time I could
grab lunch between classes was
11:50-12.
The chaos before and after faculty/
staff hours is frustrating as well. After
Photograph by Hanson Reed
getting kicked out without my lunch, I
For students, the Grille is off limits 30 minutes of each class day.
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Data encryption
Hanson Reed

Opinions Editor

I’ll be straight with you, nobody is
honest. Honesty isn’t acceptable.
Maybe we don’t all go around bearing
false witness, but that doesn’t make
us honest. Interacting with fellow humans is a dance, and in some cases
a game. There are understood steps
and rules, leads and follows and—not
infrequently—winners and losers.
I say this is dishonest because you
cannot say exactly what you mean
and expect others to do the same.
Pretense is built into our dialogue.
We say things that hint at our true
meaning with the understanding
that others will reverse-engineer the
thought process behind what we said
(to varying degrees of accuracy), and
then formulate their own calculated response.
This multilayered communication
scheme is inefficient and clunky, yet
it is often the only socially acceptable
way to behave. We may forgo it in select academic discussions or personal
conversations with close friends, but
such direct communication is not
the norm.

to manipulate the officer’s perception of you in such a way that he lets
you off. Furthermore, he knows this
(and you know he knows this (and
he knows you know he knows this)),
which will alter the way he receives
what you say.
You go into a job interview. Your
goals are different than the previous
situation, but you are still actively
attempting to manipulate the interviewer’s interpretation of you. The interviewer knows this intrinsically and
it factors into his or her perception.
What I am proposing is that the
social dynamic of these “high stakes”
( for lack of a better term) interactions holds true for the majority of
human communication, it just happens so subtly and naturally we don’t
notice it.
Some obvious consequences of this
are ambiguity and simple miscommunication. The more layers of encoding and decoding an idea must go
through to make it from one brain to

another, the more likely it is to be misrepresented and/or misinterpreted. I
believe that this also inflames the tendency for people to feel cut off from
each other, even when socializing. We
handle each other in oven mitts.
Why do we do it this way? Is something wrong with straight up, unvarnished honesty? Inherently, I don’t
think there is. The problem is that it
is an ideal, and ideals don’t hold up
too well in the real world.
Absolute honesty only works with
reciprocation. If one party is attempting to use traditional communication
as I have described it, and another is
using direct communication, they
are in essence speaking different languages. The result is communication
that is less effective, not more so.
Attempting to use direct communication would require trust that all
parties understand it and intend to
use it, but conveying such intimate
trust to the average man on the street
is not something a wise individual

would do, knowing that humans are
not, as a rule, trustworthy.
I liken the situation to clothing. Everybody wears clothes, so you wear
clothes. If nobody wore clothes, nei-

The more layers of encoding
and decoding an idea must go
through to make it from one
brain to another, the more
likely it is to be misrepresented
and/or misinterpreted.
ther would you. Communicating as
we do, we put clothes on our words.
This has become necessary because
we live and interact in a fallen world,
but that does not mean it is the
best way.
What I’m advocating, therefore, is
that we should seek out trustworthy
individuals and groups with which
to actively engage in what I will call
verbal nudism: pure communication
with no encryption. It may not be easy,
even among old friends, and it takes
practice, but I truly believe it is something worth striving for.

The problem is that it is an
ideal, and ideals don’t hold
up too well in the real world.
Maybe you disagree. You feel this
doesn’t apply to your life. I mean, I
don’t notice it most of the time either, but that’s because I am usually not looking for it. If you stop for a
moment and really pay attention to
general, everyday communication,
I think you will be surprised by the
gap between what is said and what
is understood.
You get pulled over. What will you
say, and how will you say it? Let’s assume you aren’t going to lie outright
( for example, the old my-pet-walrusbroke-a-tooth-and-I’m-rushing-tomeet-him-at-the-dentist shtick). Still,
you have a clear objective, which is
to avoid getting a ticket. You choose
your words and delivery in an effort

Let your voice be heard!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by submitting your own letter-to-the-editor to
Hanson_Reed@taylor.edu by Wednesday at 5 p.m. Please keep the word count to 500-700 words.

TROJAN NATION

“Leading the team in scoring isn’t as

important as getting the win.”

Coffey gets hot in Andrews’ first win

TheEchoNews.com

November 8, 2013

Volleyball
season ends
at hands
of IWU
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PREVIEW
Football (4-4)
Schedule

11/9 Saint Francis (H) 1:00 p.m.
11/16 Saint Francis, IL. (A) 2:00 p.m.

Jeff Yoder

T

Sports Editor

he volleyball team went
through ups and downs
in this week’s Crossroads
League tournament. The
Trojans swept Saint Francis on Tuesday before their season
ended at the hands of conference rival IWU last night in three sets.
Taylor took down Saint Francis in
the tournament opener on Tuesday
night as the Trojans hosted the Cougars, beating them in three sets, 25-14,
25-14 and 25-21.
“I had a feeling in warm-ups that
we would come out ready to play
and we got off to a really good start
which was a key,” said head coach
Holly Motheral after Tuesday’s game.
“I thought our offense was balanced
and our setters did a great job of getting all of our hitters involved and our
blockers did a nice job too.”
The first and second sets were
smooth sailing for TU as the Trojans
showed no signs of defeat. With one
set left to advance, sophomore Olivia Griffith landed three consecutive

Men’s Basketball
(1-0)
Schedule

11/8 Lindsey Wilson (H) 7:00 p.m.
11/9 Indiana Tech (A) 7:00 p.m.
11/12 Ball State (Exhibition) (A) 7:00 p.m.

Taylor celebrates after winning a crucial point in Tuesday’s win over Saint Francis

aces to boost the Trojans to a lead in
set three that would give them the
victory.
Sophomore setter Julia Willey was
all over the court on Tuesday as she
registered 15 assists and 11 digs, both
ties for team-highs. Griffith tallied 15
assists while junior libero Kelsey Carr
was responsible for 11 digs.
The Trojan attack was more balanced than ever. Seniors Ashlyn DeHoogh and Montanna Ashline had
nine and seven kills, respectively. Sophomore Casey Allen added
eight kills while junior Jackie Close
landed five, sophomore Michaela Sir

One win away

Photography by: Timothy P. Reithmiller

Caitlin Vukorpa
Sports Writer

Women’s Basketball
(0-2)

(13-5) for a successful inaugural season with head coach Holly Mother- Schedule
Georgetown (A) 8:00 p.m.
al at the helm. Taylor also ended the 11/8
11/9 Saint Catherine (A) 2:00 p.m.
season ranked 10th in the nation in 11/16 Roosevelt (H) 1:00 p.m.
blocks per game (2.42) and 21st in total blocks (263.5).
DeHoogh and Ashline close the
curtain on their Taylor careers as big Women’s Soccer
pieces of the Trojans’ success this (12-6-1, 4-5)
season. DeHoogh led the Trojans in
kills (329) and kills per game (3.02) Schedule
this season while Ashline was fourth 11/9 CL Final - Spring Arbor (A) 7:00 p.m.
on the team in kills (178) and first on
the team in blocks (90.5).

Men’s Cross
Country
Schedule

Freshman Shelbi Lowe nets her third goal of the season
to open the scoring in last Saturday’s contest.

Women’s soccer in
Crossroads League finals

contributed four and sophomore Kelly Arnold put down three.
Taylor commanded the match offensively, recording attacking percentages of .367 in set one, .286 in set
two and .385 in the third set.
In last night’s semifinal meeting
with IWU, the tables turned. Taylor
led most of the way through set one
before IWU jumped in front, winning
25-22. Set two ended with a late run by
IWU for a 25-18 Wildcat victory, and
set three was all Wildcats as TU fell
25-15 to end the season.
The Trojans finished the 2013 campaign with a final record of 19-12

Photography by: Timothy P. Reithmiller

With a 3-0 win over Saint Francis on
Saturday, the Taylor women’s soccer
team advanced to the Crossroads
League Championship.
Taylor di splayed a strong

combination of both offense and defense, shocking the Cougars, who had
beaten the Trojans 1-0 in regular season play.
“We have everybody healthy for the
first time in about a month,” said head
coach Scott Stan. “We are also slightly more defensive. We have changed
our formation, playing with three
midfielders, one defensive and two
attacking. It has been working really well.”
The Trojans took the lead in the first
half with goals from freshman Shelbi
Lowe and Brienna Kruit. Lowe’s goal
came off a perfect pass from junior
midfielder Amanda Roden late in the
23rd minute. Just four minutes after
Lowe’s goal came Kruit’s. The Trojan
defender scored off a play in which
she moved into the attacking third on
a Taylor corner.
Junior goalkeeper Kristiana Griffith shut down every Cougar attack,
allowing the Trojans to maintain
the two-goal lead going into the second half.
The Trojans continued to play well

in the second half, preparing them- 11/9 Crossroads League Championships
selves for an upset victory. In the
67th minute, senior defender Christi
Dithrich added to the scoring frenzy off a free kick from 45 yards out. Women’s Cross
This was Dithrich’s fourth goal of the Country
season, all of which have come from
free kicks. In the final minutes that Schedule
followed, the Cougars were unable 11/9 Crossroads League Championships
to produce a goal, giving Taylor the
3-0 win.
record of 4-5 in Crossroads League
play, the Trojans look to take home
the Crossroads League Championship against top-seeded Spring Arbor
(No. 7 in NAIA). The winner will receive an invitation to the NAIA Women’s Soccer National Championship.
The Trojans had eight shots on goal
“We definitely have a chance to win
compared to the Cougars’ 10. Griffith the Championship,” Stan said. “We
posted her shutout with six saves. have great players that are motivatWinning its last five contests, Taylor ed to do well. Everyone is healthy, and
has displayed the most impressive re- there is a lot of belief. But most imsults in the Crossroads tournament, portantly, the team is having a lot of
knocking out distinguished oppo- fun in this tournament.”
nents Grace and Saint Francis.
The Crossroads League ChampiOriginally seeded seventh in the onship will take place tomorrow at 7
tournament with a regular season p.m. in Spring Arbor, Mich.

“We definitely
have a chance
to win the
Championship.”

Coffey gets hot in Andrews’ first win

assists and a team-high three steals.
Taylor’s bench, led by Coffey,
outscored the Saints’ bench 40-21.
Steve Nafziger
Sophomore Jordan Richardson added
lead the rest of the game.
line. The Trojans shot 56 percent from four points for the Trojans off the
Sports Writer
Junior Jesse Coffey lead the team the field, including 9-14 from three- bench and had a game-high six assists.
Men’s basketball opened the Andrews with remarkable shooting, going point land. They also knocked down Junior Tyler Waite contributed eight
era with a solid victory in their 6-for-8 from beyond the arc and a 25 free throws with 24 of them coming points and two blocks.
season opener against Siena Heights, perfect 8-8 from the free throw line. in the second half.
The Trojans played strong defense,
winning 90-79. This win marked head He finished with 26 points, four
“We expect our guys to shoot recording seven steals and nine
coach Josh Andrews’ first win at the rebounds and three assists to top off well because we want to take great blocks while holding Siena Heights
college level. The Trojans established his night.
shots,” Andrews said. “If we shoot to shooting 37.3 percent for the game
a lead early in the game and never
“Leading the team in scoring isn’t as it like we did Saturday, we can play and just 31 percent in the first half.
looked back.
important as getting the win,” Coffey with anybody.”
Siena Heights also shot 33.3 percent
“It’s exciting to get a win anytime, said. “We were able to spot up on the
Three other players joined Coffey on three-pointers compared to
anywhere,” Andrews said. “But I’m wings and get me some good looks. scoring in double figures. Senior Taylor’s 64.3.
happier for our guys who put in a lot It just happened to be me that night, Josh Riikonen added 15 points to go
“We pride ourselves on being
of hard work. We did a lot of good but it could be anybody on any night.” with four blocks, and sophomore defensively tough for 40 minutes,”
things Saturday that got us the win.”
Taylor was able to establish an Kyle Stidom went 5-7 from the field, Andrews said.
Taylor started the game hot as they inside game quickly, scoring 38 points scoring 12 points and racking up
Taylor will return to the court
went on a 13-0 run four minutes into in the paint, which opened up good seven rebounds. Senior Ben Raichel tonight as they host No. 10 Lindsey
the first half. They maintained that looks from behind the three-point tallied 11 points to accompany four Wilson at 7 p.m.
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Junior Jesse Coffey fires one of his
six made three-point attempts.

Athlete of the Week

Ashlyn DeHoogh
Year

Senior

Hometown

Clive, IA

Position

Middle/outside hitter

Favorite pump up song

“Counting Stars” (by One Republic)

Funniest teammates

Shmags and Liv

Best volleyball moment

Beating IWU my freshman year in five games

Key stat

Leads team in kills (329) and kills per set
(3.02) this season
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